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范文专项练习】 Topic184：你喜欢单独学习还是一起学习？

Topic184 Some students prefer to study alone. Others prefer to study

with a group of students. Which do you prefer? Use specific reasons

and examples to support your answer.［参考提纲］184、选择和

一组人学习 （1）能够迅速了解自己不明白的地方 （2）学习

别人的思维方式 （3）在学习中体会团队精神 ［托福参看范

文］Topic: 184 Maybe someone will choose to study with a group

of students,and they can give you sound reasons for their choice.I

prefer to study alone because I am sure that study alone will profer

you with silence,freedom and enough choice,which is indespensible

for a student,but regretly,group study cannot offer.First,when you

study alone,you will not be abstracted by the sound made by other

students from your study.It is fretful that when you want to study

hard but others drone beside your ears like bees.And always you will

be angry enough to begin to quarral with them.That will certainly

lead to an unfruitful study.Second,many people have their own study

styles.Some want to have something to eat when he is studying,some

want to lie down with a book in his hand,while still some want to

study without anything doing.And when you study alone,you can

take your favorite way and neednt regard what others

feel.Third,studying alone profer you with enough choice as you want

to do.You can have your media playing,you can open the



window,also,you can sing your song when you are in a high

spirit.That is great.I always sing a good song when I solve a difficult

problem and to think that nobody will criticise you for making noise

is a lovely experience.So,may there some problems for studying

alone,Ill prefer to study alone.Topic: 184As a student in university, I

can live in the dormitory or live alone. Someone thinks it is better to

live in the dormitory, but someone does not think so. Both patterns

of living in the dormitory and living alone present advantages and

disadvantages. But in my opinion, I prefer living in the dormitory to

living alone.The main reason I choose to live in the dormitory is I

can learn how to get along well with each other. I am the only child

in my family and my parents love me much, so I am self-centered in

my life more or less and I do not know how exactly to deal with the

complex social relationship between peoples. Living in the dormitory

with the roommates, I gradually pay attention to my words and

behaviors and make them not disturb the others. I learn to listen to

the others, share things with them, help them as possible as I can and

no longer just think of myself. I feel happy because I make many

friends and become livelier by doing so. If I live alone, it is no use of

improving my ability in social relationship and maybe I will stuffier

than before.It may be also note that it can save money when I live in

the dormitory because the costs of living will be shared with the

roommates. But I will afford the cost by myself if I live alone. It is well

known that the costs of living are much cheaper in the dormitory,

and I am a student, still a consumer and I have no income. It is hard

to afford it. So, there is an another factor effect my choice.Moreover,



I can learn to care about others while living in the dormitory. If I live

alone, I may not care about whether my room is neat or not, whether

my things are in order or not, whether my bed cover need to be

washed or not and so on. However, I live in the dormitory, with my

roommates, I sure I will care about them. Because I care the opinions

of the others, they will know me through my room, my bedcover,

my things and so on. I need to remain a good impression to the

others.Given the factors I have just outlined, it is wiser to live in the

dormitory for me.Topic: 184Some students prefer to study alone,

while others prefer to study with friends. Although studying with

friends has its advantages, in my point of view, I would like to study

alone. The reasons are as follows.When you study, especially when

you study some subjects which are hard to understand, such as

maths and physics you need to concentrate on them. That requires a

quiet environment without distractions. Studying alone can provide

that, you can read your books and think of questions without being

disturbed. It will help you to understand the knowledge better and to

remember the knowledge better.Furthermore, studying alone has

another advantage that studying with friends does not have. That is it

forces you to think. When you face some questions hard to solve,

and there is no other students around you, you have to think of the

questions hard and try you best to solve them. This gives you an

opportunity to improve your ability to deal with problems by

yourself. Obviously, studying with friends cannot give you these.

Because when you meet some questions, youprobably turn to friends

for help.The third advantage of studying alone is also the most



important reason. It can make you think independently and have

your own opinions. You have to think independently when you

study alone. No one can give you interference or suggestions. You

will not be affected by other people’s opinions. That can help you

create your own thoughts, not to become a parrot. After all, the best

parrots still live in cages.Though studying with friends has some

advantages, for instance, it can help you to solve your questions

faster and improve your friendship, however I think the advantages

of studying alone overweight these of studying with friends. My

preference would be to study alone.Topic: 184Do you like to sit

alone in a quiet place pondering on the solutions in your study? Or

you would favor discussing the subjects with several friends? The

question of the condition of study, which plays an important role in

the process and outcome of study, is often met with diverse answers.

Some people choose to study alone, enjoying peaceful surrounding

without disturb. others, however, would rather join a group of

people, sharing different ideas with them. As far as I am concerned, I

prefer the latter for the following argument.To begin with, there is no

denial that studying alone helps better concentration on the

problems, consistency in the trail of thought, and establishment of

the ability to handle problems by oneself. But what if it comes to

confront the difficulties one cannot break through single-handed?To

consult with several people may be greatly conducive. Studying with

a group of people will offer you a chance to exchange opinions with

others, and often can discussion help you out of your predicament,

or at least achieve enlightenment which lead to what you are in



search for. Writer or designer, for example, seldom works out

wonder or classic alone with door closed. On the contrary, their

resources accrue from communication with other people, learning,

feeling, and progressing.Secondly, studying in group can help build

teamwork consciousness, which is much needed in today’s

competition world. To study means not only the improvement of

knowledge, but also the development of mental quality. Both can

benefit from group study. Presentations in university are often

required to be performed by a group of students. With a common

goal to practice and rehearse, students usually attach great

enthusiasm and spare no effort to achieve for self and group.Study

knows no bounds. Moreover, studying in group can expand one’s

horizon, you will learn to consider problems from different

perspectives.In conclusion, despite some minor drawbacks such as

lack of private time in study, studying in group, compared with

studying alone, is instrumental rather than detrimental for a student

’s education, and thus will not fail to be a wise choice. 100Test 下
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